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Abstract
CGEMS, the online Computer Graphics Educational Materials Source is a web-based groupware application that supports the submission, review, acquisition and archiving of curricular resources.

The rapid change of technology associated with computer graphics requires educators to become proficient with novel techniques and develop deeper insights on computer-generated images. As the core field becomes more mature, educators in all computer graphics disciplines have a greater need for high-quality curricular resources. By providing a repository for such materials, we can achieve a higher standard of teaching worldwide.

The purpose of CGEMS is to provide tools to support the community of Computer Graphics educators. CGEMS will allow their work to be appraised, assessed and made available to others through an online server for refereed educational content in computer graphics.

In this paper we describe the basis of the requirements of CGEMS, detail the server operation and workflow and present the submission and editorial policies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The fast pace of change in the computer graphics (CG) field makes it difficult for educators to continually design up to date, meaningful and robust curricula that address the full potential of new technology. As CG as a whole matures, much of the emphasis shifts away from teaching the minutiae and foundations of the discipline to the interrelations of latest developments and their applications. Still, the changing hardware and software influence, and in some cases transform, the way these are used and what creative expressions can be borne out of them. Whether in arts or science, new technology does not change creativity. Rather, it changes our understanding of art or science problems and enables us to observe things that we did not see before [Lovejoy97]. Because of this, and for pedagogical reasons, computer graphics educators need to stay current with new CG trends and incorporate them in their curricula.

Although small systems and groups of people exist who are trying to address this issue, there is currently no centralized worldwide-refereed repository for computer graphics educational materials. This paper presents a system that supports a way for educators to easily access quality course materials and for contributors to share and get recognition for their curricular innovations.

The Computer Graphics Educational Materials Source (CGEMS) is an online system that provides curricular materials for Computer Graphics educators. CGEMS is available at the URL http://cgems.inesc.pt. The system includes a method for contributors to submit and editors to jury and control the quality of content to ensure sound and robust materials. The shape and components of CGEMS arose from fruitful discussions around, during, and after the Workshop on Computer Graphics Education [CGE02] held in Bristol, UK in July 2002. Figure 0 shows the CGEMS initial page.
The CGEMS project will serve the computer graphics educational community on a number of levels. First, by making timely and quality materials available to educators, those teaching in the rapidly changing CG field will be able to tap into resources that will aid in their efforts to keep pace. Often it is not enough to know how the technology works, rather it is most important to understand its implications and how best to apply it. Only at this point can an educator design materials for students that fully reveal the potential of the technology. The collective contributions of the computer graphics community will add to a network of knowledge and understanding that educators may use to provide content rich courses.

Curricular development in a technically complex and rapidly changing landscape is not trivial. Rather, a successful curriculum is creative and innovative and deserves research recognition. The CGEMS project seeks to support these efforts by providing an opportunity to have curricular materials peer reviewed, thus making them worthy of recognition. In order to facilitate content availability, peer recognition and quality materials, CGEMS implements a thorough refereeing process similar to that of a journal, policies for submission and the subsequent editorial review of materials. In what follows we explain the server submission and editorial policies and workflows followed by discussion, conclusions and future work.

2. EDITORIAL POLICIES AND STRUCTURE

Many debates took place during and after CGE02 to shape the structure and policies of CGEMS. To serve the community of CG educators worldwide, we wanted to ensure (a) timely submission, (b) regular updates, (c) rigorous quality control, and (d) peer recognition. This led to establishing a journal-like system with several review cycles without a fixed deadline. This enables flexible review workflow and encourages timely updates of content. However, there will be regular calls for submissions possibly at the end of each academic semester in fall and spring. In this way, we hope to get notes, assignments, and examples from successful courses.

Authors can update their materials in subsequent editions. These get assigned a new version number to differentiate from older versions. The new versions will also be refereed and do not replace older versions. Users will be able to make comments and rate modules, which will help authors with newer versions and other users to identify useful materials.

Authors will submit work only after they have registered in the system, which will issue a password via email that the author will use to submit and modify submissions. Although this is not fully secure, it will discourage would-be hackers. Authors will also be required to ensure that all materials are free from copyright and can be used and downloaded by users. Table 1 lists a subset of most commonly used formats.

While most if not all the materials currently assembled are written in English, we envisage and encourage submissions in different languages, including Portuguese, German, French, Spanish, etc.

The general editorial structure of CGEMS includes one or more editors-in-chief (EIC) and an editorial board. The editorial board will both review submissions in their given expertise and solicit outside reviewers in specific disciplines for input. Additionally, as explained in detail later, a volunteer reviewer can register through the CGEMS system and members from the editorial board will deny or accept and place her or his application.

The editorial board will also be responsible for soliciting content submissions as well as advising the EICs on quality control of the server and identifying needs for under-covered curricula.

2.1 Submission Policies

We encourage members of the computer graphics community to submit course innovations for consideration in CGEMS. In order to submit, authors must first register through the online server. Once complete, they will have a personal web page that they will be able to use to submit modules, and execute other functions described later in the Management Workflow section. The submission policy includes the content authors may submit, information that authors need to provide, categories or focus areas, and fair use policies.

Ideally, we would like to have content organized in course modules, or a complete group of materials including notes, assignments, and examples that cover a specific subject. In other words, a module is a self-contained teaching unit including some or all of the above materials as part to an articulated whole. For example, a module could be about shading networks for 3D modelling and the materials might include course notes, interactive demonstrations, assignments, and example student work.

There are many quality-teaching materials that do not fall neatly into the module format, so the CGEMS server will also accept portions of modules, such as individual assignments or course notes. We are specifically looking for the following materials:

1. Complete Modules – These are the preferred type of submission. A module is a self-contained, single-topic teaching unit. This includes all course materials required (images, notes, problem sets, etc.)

2. Annotated Course Syllabi – These serve mainly as a best-practices repository. A complete course syllabus provides not only a set of educational units, sequences, pedagogical approaches, but also the rationale behind the choices made by the educator in preparing the course. Ideally, course reports could complement the syllabus to enrich the usability of these submissions.
3. Lab Notes – Again these are complete sets of materials with a complete discussion to serve as exemplar presentations and foundations for educators to prepare their own laboratory sessions.

4. Problem Sets – These are provided much in the same vein as lab notes. A problem set should not only contain the assignments themselves, but also the rationale and structure underlying these.

5. Lessons / Teaching Gems – These are innovative or especially effective focused bits of teaching material that highlight an approach to teaching a particular problem in either introductory or advanced settings.

6. Annotated Student Work such as images, interactive pieces, URLs, videos, etc. These are representative bodies of student work that can in turn be used as support materials for classes.

We will accept the material in most common formats. See Table 1 for a list of formats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text / Slides</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Interactive media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>GIF</td>
<td>RM</td>
<td>VRML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerPoint</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>MPEG</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>AVI</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaTeX</td>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>Quicktime</td>
<td>Flash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>SVG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Some of the more common formats

When submitting the work, authors will be asked to provide information about themselves and their submission. In addition to name(s), content, and actual submission, the authors must prepare keywords, an abstract, system and software requirements, instructions, the type of submission (assignment, module, etc), prerequisites, the intended audience, and subject categories. These keywords will help educators search for and identify appropriate materials available on the CGEMS server. The requirements include not only hardware or system specifications, but could also include a list of software. In the case of the shading networks example, the course notes might not be conceptual and specifically cover how to create them using Maya software. In this case, Maya software would be listed as a requirement. Other notes on shaders, for example, might be more general and only require any 3D modelling software.

Finally, it is important that authors include specific instructions about how to work with their submission. Perhaps certain extensions need to be enabled or disabled or the files need special processing or installation. The author will include instructions such as these in the remarks section. To be accepted, a submission will not only need to work, but it must be clear how to implement the content.

Because most courses assume some level of experience or expertise in a given discipline, authors will be asked to include prerequisite courses or knowledge. This will help other educators identify the appropriateness of a module or material. Although this sort of classification is not universal, a general list of skills necessary for the course material would be sufficient.

Related to the prerequisite experience is the intended audience. Is the module designed for elementary school art classes or college level graphics programming? As with the prerequisites, this will help other educators identify appropriate courseware.

Because we accept educational material associated with computer graphics from any discipline, it is important for authors to correctly identify their submissions in categories, or what CGEMS refers to as focus areas. These are specializations within a discipline that the materials cover. For example, focus areas within the arts include digital imaging, 3D modelling, and digital video. See appendix A for a full list of art focus areas. Similar lists do not yet exist for computer science and general science, although they are expected to appear in the near future, partially as a result from the CGEMS effort.

Finally, any educator may use all submitted work for educational purposes. Fair use does not include applications of the materials for any purpose other than teaching. Educators who use the materials may not distribute them outside of class or publish them in any other way. Educators who download materials will be asked to accept a fair use agreement before accessing materials. Our intent in having a fair use policy is to encourage educators to submit and reuse materials freely from the server with due credit being assigned.

We intend for the submission policies to help streamline the content for those who will use CGEMS. Although still under development, the categories or focus areas will help educators quickly identify the proper content. Modules will also aid in streamlining the process because they will contain a complete set of materials for a subject or perhaps an entire course. However, separate assignments will also be helpful as long as they can be identified by focus area and type.

Another important criterion for success is to ensure maximum usability and accessibility of materials. As such we encourage submission in vendor-neutral formats.

2.2 Editorial Policies

The CGEMS server will contain quality educational materials that will be dependent on rigorous reviews and continual updates. The general editorial structure of CGEMS includes one or more editors-in-chief (EIC) and an editorial board. The editorial board will both review submissions in their given expertise and solicit outside reviewers in specific disciplines for input.

The editorial board will also be responsible for soliciting content submissions as well as advising the EICs on quality control of the server and identifying needs for under-covered curricula. Further details of the editorial
structure were covered as part of the SIGGRAPH 2003 Educators Program.

The reviewers will be asked to screen materials on a number of different levels with some reviewers checking specific criteria. All general reviewers will examine materials for pedagogical content and the quality of student examples. By pedagogical content we mean the relevance of the assignments and notes to the specified focus area and the overall flow of the courseware. Referees will ask questions such as, "Are the materials designed for optimal learning outcomes?" They will additionally review the overall structure of the submission for things like readability and grammar.

Other reviewers will inspect the portability of software, examples, and other content when applicable as well as the robustness of assignments and examples. When the need arises, they will test examples and try out software.

Reviewers will also be responsible for making the editorial board or the EIC aware of outdated materials. Authors will be given the opportunity to update materials and classify them as newer versions. The amended materials will be reviewed in the same manner as the original work.

CGEMS will rely on an efficient review cycle that will require the reviewers to make decisions about submissions in a timely manner. The success of the server will depend on reasonable turnaround time and strict enforcement of quality publications. The level of excellence will be monitored by the reviewers, but will also depend on feedback from the user community. In the future we hope to implement a way for educators to rate and comment on the success or applicability of any given material.

The Editorial Statement and Policy for CGEMS is available online at http://cgems.inesc.pt/policy.htm.

3. MANAGING WORKFLOW

In this section we describe the workflow for the process of submitting, reviewing and publishing educational content in the CGEMS server. We explain the interchange of information between the authors, reviewers and editor-in-chief, which are the three major roles in this procedure.

In general, the reviewing process starts when registered authors submit their work for possible publication in the refereed server. The editor-in-chief (EIC) starts by checking these new submissions against a set of minimum requirements related to the subject, scope, consistency and style. Submissions that satisfy the criteria are accepted by the EIC for review, while those that do not are rejected. Independent of the EIC decision, the system notifies the contact authors via an email message about the new status of their submission. The system makes accepted contributions available to all reviewers so that they can express interest in reviewing them. Later, the EIC assigns accepted works to at least three reviewers, according to their preferences and expertise. A notification is sent via an email message to all assigned reviewers, who have the option to accept or reject the EIC assignments. Should the reviewer reject the assignment, the EIC will reassign it to another reviewer. After all reviewers have produced and submitted their module reviews, the EIC decides whether a submission is accepted, whether it must be revised according to reviewers' comments, or whether the module is not accepted for publication. The EIC decision is sent to the contact authors through an email message. Authors of submissions accepted for publication can decide whether or not to submit a final version based on feedback from the user community. In the future we hope to implement a way for educators to rate and comment on the success or applicability of any given material.

CGEMS will rely on an efficient review cycle that will require the reviewers to make decisions about submissions in a timely manner. The success of the server will depend on reasonable turnaround time and strict enforcement of quality publications. The level of excellence will be monitored by the reviewers, but will also depend on feedback from the user community. In the future we hope to implement a way for educators to rate and comment on the success or applicability of any given material.

![Figure 2 - CGEMS Workflow](image-url)
on the EIC and reviewers’ comments. The EIC then checks and prepares the final submissions for any idiosyncrasies such as checking if the documents contained in a module are printable or if they require additional formatting. Once these are considered ready to be published in the CGEMS server by the EIC, they are catalogued, classified as accepted contributions and made available for downloading. All subscribers of the CGEMS mailing list whose subscription matches the module being published receive an email message with detailed information on the new accepted contribution. The detailed workflow is shown in Figure 2.

We will now present in greater detail the main tasks performed by authors, reviewers and EIC.

### 3.1 Authors

Authors must first fill in an author registration form before being able to submit their work to the CGEMS server. If the registration process is completed successfully, authors will receive an email message with their username, which they choose in the registration form, and the password that they can use for future accesses to the server. When authors log into their personal pages they are able to: submit modules, subscribe or unsubscribe, change their CGEMS Mailing List subscription, change their login password and personal details, check the status of submitted modules, interact with the EIC concerning the submissions that were accepted for publication, check and download all published modules, check authors who have already published under CGEMS, and search for both published modules and authors. Figure 3 shows the authors’ initial page.

To submit and resubmit their work, authors must fill in a module submission form where they provide information about themselves and their submissions, including the author’s contact submission title, keywords, an abstract, system and software requirements, instructions or remarks, prerequisites, intended audience, subject categories and submission type as described earlier, and their submission as a compressed file. After the first submission, modules are sent to the EIC who checks them against formal grounds and decides whether they are accepted or rejected for reviewing. In either case, authors receive an email notification of the EIC’s initial decision. As described earlier, accepted contributions are assigned to reviewers. Based on the reviewer evaluations, the EIC can reject, send back for revision, or accept the submission for publication without the need for major changes. Authors are again notified of the EIC’s final decision. Modules sent back for revision can be later reformulated and resubmitted by authors based on the reviewers’ comments. The revised submission will then be reviewed as part of a new review cycle.

During the review process, authors can check their submission status in order to follow the review process. A submitted module can be in one of several states: a) submitted; b) accepted for reviewing; c) assigned for review; d) rejected; e) sent back for revision; f) resubmitted; g) accepted for publication; h) resubmitted for publication and i) published.

Authors of accepted submissions can still review and resubmit a final version for publication based on the anonymous reviewer and EIC comments. Further resubmissions can occur if the EIC feels the module still needs some changes before it is finally catalogued and classified as a published contribution.

### 3.2 Reviewers

Reviewers can volunteer to join CGEMS by filling in a reviewer volunteer form where they indicate their personal data and review preferences, which are based subject categories. Later, the EIC decides whether or not to accept these volunteers as reviewers for the CGEMS server. Reviewers can also be registered in CGEMS by the EIC, who will fill out a reviewer registration form for them. In either case, reviewers receive an email message with the username (chosen during the volunteer/registration form) and password, which they can use to log into their personal web pages. They are then able to: subscribe, unsubscribe, or change their CGEMS Mailing List subscription, change their login password and personal details, choose and change their areas of review.

![Figure 3 - CGEMS Authors Initial Page](image)

![Figure 4 - CGEMS Reviewers Initial Page](image)
preferences, choose which modules they would like to review, check assigned modules, decide which assigned modules they would like to review, check and submit reviews for modules accepted for reviewing, check submitted reviews, check other reviews made to assigned modules, check and download all published modules, check authors who have already published under CGEMS and search for both published modules and authors. In Figure 4 we can see the reviewers’ initial page.

Reviewers receive email notifications about all modules assigned. After logging in to their personal web pages, they can check the list of new assigned modules and decide whether or not they want to review them. Reviewers can reject assignments because of a conflict of interest, a submission is out of the scope of their expertise, or just because reviewers have too much work to do. The EIC receives an email notification with the reviewers’ decision.

Modules thus accepted for review can be downloaded from the reviewer’s personal web page. After formulated, reviews can be submitted through a submit review form in which reviewers evaluate the modules on the following optional areas: portability and technical content; pedagogical content; scientific content and quality of exposition. In all of these categories reviewers can assign an evaluation and write his or her comments. Besides the mentioned ones, reviewers have to make a final decision about a module based on the following classification: a) out of scope / inappropriate; b) strongly rejected; c) weak rejected; d) weak accept and e) strongly accept; and fill in comments to both authors and the EIC. These comments will later help the EIC make the final decision about accepting or rejecting the module.

3.3 Editor-in-Chief

The CGEMS editor-in-chief (EIC) is the person responsible for managing the submission, reviewing and redactorial process. After logging into his or her home page, the EIC is able to: invite reviewers to join CGEMS, approve or reject reviewing volunteers, check all modules and their history (versions, reviews, etc.), check new submissions and decide whether or not they are accepted for reviewing, assign, invite, or reassign reviewers to review accepted modules, and check the review pipeline, which includes checking the review process and deciding on the module acceptance for publication. Additionally, the EIC can check the redactorial pipeline, including sending messages to the author, view modules, catalogue and classify modules as published contributions, check all registered reviewers, authors and their information, manage CGEMS subject categories, and change some of the configuration information. This includes the SMTP email server, notification delay for late reviews, enable / disable reviewers from accessing reviews other than their own, etc. Figure 5 shows the EIC page.

Besides checking for new submissions and assigning modules to reviewers, the EIC’s main task is to monitor the review and redactorial processes by checking both review and redactorial pipelines. In the former the EIC is able to check the status on all reviews and send reminders to reviewers who are late in submitting their evaluations. In extreme cases the EIC can assign the selected module to another reviewer. When all reviews for a selected module have been produced, the EIC checks and resolves any existing conflicts and decides whether a submission is: a) accepted for publication; b) must be revised according to the reviewers’ comments; or whether it is c) not accepted. Independently of the EIC’s decision, an email message containing the EIC’s final decision and feedback is sent to the module’s contact author.

Modules accepted for publication are sent to a redactorial cycle and can be viewed through the redactorial pipeline web page. It is the role of the EIC to prepare the accepted contributions for publication. This may involve some extra formalisms as mentioned earlier, but more importantly, cataloguing and classifying accepted contributions so that they can be retrieved and download at a later time. This pipeline enables the EIC to send messages to the authors requesting changes to be made on the current accepted versions, which will lead to new submitted versions in the redactorial cycle.

3.4 Management of Awareness

Throughout the previous sections, we described how the server sent informational email messages to participants. One of CGEMS greatest features is a complete automated notification mechanism that significantly reduces the user’s need to logon to the system as it keeps them informed of the refereeing activity happening on the server. For example, an author does not need to frequently access CGEMS to check if his or her submissions have been accepted or rejected for reviewing, because this information is sent via a system generated email message.

The server sends email messages in the following situations: authors receive a notification every time the module status changes; reviewers are notified when they have been assigned or invited to review accepted submissions and when they are late in submitting their evaluations; the EIC receives notifications when authors register,
when reviewers volunteer, when an author submits a module, when a reviewer submits his module review, and when a reviewer decides whether or not to review assigned modules.

3.5 Browser Compatibility
One of the major goals during the design and development of the web applications that give support to the CGEMS server was to make the user pages browser independent in terms of both interface design and interactive functionality. This was accomplished with a large set of commonly used browsers. The current CGEMS implementation fully works with Internet Explorer 5.0 (or higher), Netscape 7.0 (or higher), Mozilla 1.1 (or higher), Opera 6.04 (or higher), and Netscape 4 browsers. Currently we are currently working on small layout problems with Netscape 4.

3.6 Current Implementation
From an earlier prototype developed in August 2002, CGEMS is currently available and hosted in an independent server installed at FCCN (Portuguese Foundation for National Scientific Computation). The current efforts are the outcome of a project in digital publishing partially supported by the European Commission, Eurographics and the SIGGRAPH Education Committee. A team of two developers, Frederico Figueiredo and Sónia Assunção, coded the initial draft application, web design and layout of CGEMS pages. Their design and layout definition were based on previous studies made on how to design web pages with good usability levels. Since August 2002 Frederico Figueiredo has been in charge of design and development of the server. Rhonda Schauer from SIGGRAPH, has helped with the current design, layout and wrote the style sheets for CGEMS. The current version works as a collection of ASPX modules, although the server is in the process of being recoded in Java to ensure server platform neutrality.

The current implementation of the CGEMS server is Version 0.3 and is available at the following URL: http://cgems.inesc.pt. Together with this release we made available a Demo version to allow users to experiment and try out all the server functionality and workflows. The Demo version can be found at the URL http://cgems.inesc.pt/Demo. The design and implementation of the server has also been presented and thoroughly discussed in SIGGRAPH 2003 [Fred03a] and Eurographics’03 [Fred03b] Educational programs.

At the time of this writing we are finalizing the server and performing integration, portability and usability tests. During the month of September 2003 we will make the first call for Reviewers and during October 2003 we expect the first call for contributions to be complete and the first accepted submissions to be coming out of the reviewing pipeline. Reviewers have started to submit volunteer applications and the first submissions are being sent in. An Editorial Advisory Board is now in place and we are finalizing the review of copyright policies and fair use statement. Last but not the least, we are currently working on proving multilingual support for the server in order to enhance and extend its reach throughout the CG Educator’s community at large. These developments can be checked through the online server pages.

4. DISCUSSION
This section discusses the current implementation, foremost advantages, and supposed shortcomings. Among CGEMS main features are online registration for authors, reviewers and Mailing List subscribers, the ability to submit educational modules, reviews and other information online. In addition the current version supports online management of all reviewing and redactorial workflow. This includes awareness management for all aspects and events that arise out of a journal operation. Our system also provides automatic email notifications to CGEMS Mailing List subscribers whenever new modules are published. To foster interactions within the community of CG educators, authors and reviewers alike are able to access the system with only one username and password for a given user. Subject to EIC approval, users can volunteer online to review submissions. The EIC is also able to assign modules based on stated preferences and interest in particular modules expressed by reviewers. Reviewers are able to decide whether or not they want to review their assigned modules.

The system has been tested for portability with a large number of different browsers, spanning more than 80% of current Internet users’ configurations.

The current implementation still falls short on several desirable services for community support such as user comments and ratings, discussion forums, advanced search mechanisms and other services that might seem useful to support the community of computer graphics educators. However, we plan to add these in the near future.

The most relevant core services of the CGEMS proposal arising out of the CGE02 workshop are already implemented and in good working order. Both the core submission and review system functions are implemented and tested. We are looking to extend the core systems functionality through enlisting the cooperation of additional members from the computer graphics education community at large.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While computer graphics has matured in regard to basic concepts, it is still experiencing rapid growth and phenomenal evolution in applications and research. This makes for an extremely dynamic environment and presents challenges to educators who have a need to keep abreast of latest developments while developing high-quality teaching materials. We have presented an overview and high-level description of CGEMS, a refereed content server for CG educational materials. CGEMS aims at providing tools to nurture a community of computer graphics educators, by allowing their work to be appraised, assessed and made available to others through a repository for refereed educational content in computer graphics.
We feel that the added value of such a server is directly related to the rigor of the refereeing process. Not only does a refereed system ensure premium materials, but it also supports recognition of those who publish on the server. To this end we have developed comprehensive support for online submissions and editorial workflow management.

The system is now online and we are now nearing version 1.0. We plan to launch a call for volunteers and submissions shortly. Future versions will add extended community services and more sophisticated publication and redactorial management services, as well as extended community services.

In the future we plan to implement services that further support the community, such as user comments and ratings for specific modules, mailing lists and advanced search mechanisms. Along with these added features, we will continue to evaluate the success of the functions and processes and make changes when necessary.

In this paper we have briefly covered the editorial and fair use policies that we think will motivate educators to view the repository as a focal point and a tool for collaboration and dissemination of quality materials for spreading the gospel of Computer Graphics. We have also presented the managing workflows and discussed the current implementation.

Our hope is for CGEMS to become the primary centralized resource server for computer graphics educational materials. While much work remains to be done, we feel confident that CGEMS can serve as a cornerstone in supporting educators in spreading the gospel of computer graphics.
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APPENDIX A
INITIAL FOCUS AREAS
• 2D animation
• 2D imaging
• 2D painting and drawing
• 3D animation
• 3D modelling
• Algorithmic
• Animation Techniques
• Application Domains
• Art or Digital Media in general Foundations
• CD authoring art and design
• Computer graphics fibbers
• Computer graphics history
• Computer graphics in printmaking
• Computer graphics in traditional painting and drawing
• Computer graphics sculpture and jewellery
• Computer Vision
• Concept development
• Cross media (digital and traditional)
• Digital arts foundations, specific to digital arts majors
• Digital video and film
• Fundamentals: Human Factors
• Fundamentals: Mathematics
• Fundamentals: Physics
• Graphic design
• Hardware
• Image Processing
• Interaction Techniques
• Interactive installation
• Modeling Techniques
• Printing
• Scene Processing
• Simulation
• Software
• Sound
• Technology
• Theory and criticism in digital art
• Virtual environments
• Web art and design